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By using the photoconvertible ﬂuorescence protein Dendra2 as a tag we demonstrated that neither the naturally occurring
auxins indole-3-acetic acid and indole-3-butyric acid, nor the synthetic auxin analogs 1-naphthaleneacetic acid and 2,4dichlorophenoxyacetic acid nor compounds inhibiting polar auxin transport such as 2,3,5-triiodobenzoic acid and
1-N-naphthylphthalamic acid, were able to inhibit endocytosis of the putative auxin transporter PIN-FORMED2 (PIN2) in
Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) root epidermis cells. All compounds, except Indole-3-butyric acid, repressed the recovery of
the PIN2-Dendra2 plasma membrane pool after photoconversion when they were used in high concentrations. The synthetic
auxin analogs 1-naphthaleneacetic acid and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid showed the strongest inhibition. Auxins and auxin
transport inhibitors suppressed also the accumulation of both newly synthesized and endocytotic PIN2 pools in Brefeldin A
compartments (BFACs). Furthermore, we demonstrated that all compounds are also interfering with BFAC formation. The
synthetic auxin analogs caused the highest reduction in the number and size of BFACs. We concluded that auxins and inhibitors
of auxin transport do affect PIN2 turnover in the cells, but it is through the synthetic rather than the endocytotic pathway. The
study also conﬁrmed inappropriateness of the BFA-based approach to study PIN2 endocytosis because the majority of PIN2
accumulating in BFACs is newly synthesized and not derived from the plasma membrane.

Many developmental processes are dependent on the
spatiotemporal distribution of active auxins, mainly on
their common representative indole-3-acetic acid (IAA;
Vanneste and Friml 2009; Leyser 2010; Gallavotti 2013).
Auxin synthesis, degradation, and conjugation pathways determining the net balance of auxin in tissues have
been intensively studied for many decades (Korasick
et al., 2013; Ljung, 2013). Recently, much attention has
been paid to the transport of auxins in whole plants as
well as from cell to cell. Several putative auxin transporters were detected and characterized. Among those
the members of the PIN-FORMED protein family (PIN
proteins) are regarded as important carriers acting in the
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efﬂux of auxin from cells (for reviews, see Za
zímalová
et al., 2010; Grunewald and Friml, 2010; Geisler et al.,
2014; Pan et al., 2015; Bennett, 2015; Strader and Zhao,
2016). Some PIN family members, such as PIN1, 2, 3, 4,
and 7, are localized in the plasma membrane (PM) and
determine developmental processes by regulating the
distribution of auxin and its local accumulation in the
plant body (Krecek et al., 2009; Vanneste and Friml, 2009;
Grunewald and Friml, 2010). The PM PINs are believed
to cycle rapidly and continuously between the PM and
the endomembrane system (Geldner et al., 2001, 2003;
Paciorek et al., 2005; Abas et al., 2006; Dhonukshe et al.,
2007; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008a, 2008b; Robert et al., 2010).
Brefeldin A (BFA), a fungal lactone metabolite, was
routinely used in these studies. It interacts with guanine
nucleotide exchange factors and inhibits the function
of its associated ADP ribosylation factor GTPase in
membrane trafﬁcking (Jackson and Casanova, 2000).
According to the generally used scenario, BFA interrupts
continuous cycling of PINs between the PM and endosomes by inhibiting resecretion of the endocytic PIN
populations back to the cell surface [Kleine-Vehn and
Friml (2008) for review]. Therefore PINs (also other
plasma membrane proteins) are accumulated in distinct
large multivesicular structures called BFA compartments
(BFAC) or BFA bodies (Robinson et al., 2008). Because
PINs gathered in BFACs were thought to originate exclusively from the PM, the occurrence of PINs in BFACs
was considered as a reliable indirect indicator of their
endocytosis. In fact the assessment of BFAC characteristics,
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such as size and number, and abundance/absence of PINs
in BFACs were utilized in many studies on PINs endocytosis (Geldner et al., 2001; Paciorek et al., 2005;
Dhonukshe et al., 2007; Abas et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2011;
Robert et al., 2010). According to Chen et al. (2012),
endocytosis of PIN proteins is mediated by a clathrindependent mechanism. Plant growth regulators and
environmental factors were proposed to regulate this
process. Notably, 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (1-NAA), a
synthetic plant growth regulator of the auxin family, and
also other auxins should inhibit endocytosis of PIN protein
family members and some other plasma membrane proteins and consequently increase their relative abundance
at the cell surface (Paciorek et al., 2005). The authors concluded that this feedback regulation was crucial for auxincontrolled growth responses. Also compounds inhibiting
the polar auxin transport such as 2,3,5-triiodobenzoic acid
(TIBA) and 1-N-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA) were
shown to block the intracellular accumulation of PIN1 in
distinct bodies (Geldner et al., 2001), but according to the
authors these compounds leave PIN1 abundance at the
plasma membrane unaffected. Later on, a putative auxin
receptor known as AUXIN-BINDING PROTEIN1 (ABP1)
was characterized as a positive factor in clathrin recruitment to the plasma membrane, thereby promoting

endocytosis (Robert et al., 2010). Consequently, binding of
auxin to ABP1 should inhibit clathrin-mediated endocytosis of membrane proteins including PIN auxin transporters (Robert et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2010, 2014; Chen et al.,
2012; Lin et al., 2012). However, more recently Gao et al.
(2015) has found that ABP1 is not a key component in
auxin signaling during Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana)
development. Surprisingly, two null Arabidopsis abp1
mutants generated by the authors using ribozyme-based
CRISPR and T-DNA insertion technologies do not
show phenotype defects described in the case of other
knockdown/knockout abp1 alleles. In addition, it has been
demonstrated that phenotypes observed in the Arabidopsis abp1-1 and abp1-5 alleles might not be caused by the
disruption of ABP1 (Dai et al., 2015; Enders et al., 2015).
These ﬁndings call into question the results of previous
publications describing a prominent role of ABP1 in embryogenesis, growth, cell division, cell expansion, and
auxin signaling [see Liu (2015) and Strader and Zhao
(2016) for a commentary]. It is also surprising that the inhibition effect of 1-NAA on endocytosis was observed
only after a short (5 min to 60 min) but not after a long (2 h)
pretreatment (Robert et al., 2010). Additionally, high concentrations of 1-NAA were applied (Paciorek et al., 2005;
Abas et al., 2006; Robert et al., 2010) that may be not

Figure 1. Influence of 1-NAA of PIN2 dynamic in PM and BFACs. Seedlings were pretreated with 10 mM 1-NAA for the indicated
period, imaged and placed on the medium with BFA and reimaged after 1.5 h and 3 h. Representative images captured after 3 h
BFA treatment are shown in (A). Note that 1-NAA pretreatment does not increase the abundance of PIN2 in the PM (B) but inhibits
slightly the BFAC development and PIN2 accumulation in the BFACs.
1020
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speciﬁc for auxin signaling. Finally, the naturally occurring auxin IAA, which logically should be the main cargo
of PINs, was less effective in the endocytosis inhibition
(Paciorek et al., 2005). It is worth noting that GFP tagging
or immunocytochemistry methodologies, which were
used in earlier studies in combination with application
of pharmacological compounds, including BFA, showed
only net protein abundance in the cellular compartments,
but intracellular dynamics of internalized and newly
synthesized protein populations were hidden. Recently we
used an approach employing the green-to-red photoconvertible Dendra2 ﬂuorescent protein developed by
Gurskaya et al. (2006) that allows the simultaneous quantiﬁcation of the abundance and dynamics of the currently
present and the newly synthesized PIN2 populations in
cell compartments (Jásik et al., 2013). We have demonstrated that the appearance of PIN2 protein in BFACs is an
inappropriate way to study protein endocytosis (Jásik and
Schmelzer, 2014). In fact, PIN2 is only temporarily gathered in BFACs and the majority of the protein occurring
in these structures is newly synthesized. The abovementioned discrepancies prompted us to perform a more
complex study on the inﬂuence of different auxins and
auxin transport inhibitors on PIN2 intracellular dynamics
using the photoconvertible ﬂuorescence protein method.
RESULTS
1-NAA Pretreatment Does Not Increase PIN2 Abundance
in the PM but Interferes with Development of BFACs

In our earlier study (Jásik et al., 2013), we demonstrated that Dendra2 as a tag is not photoconverted

under standard confocal imaging conditions using the
488 nm line of the Argon laser for excitation. Therefore,
Dendra2 can be used as a classical ﬂuorescence protein
tag similar to GFP. In the pivotal testing, we used the
PIN2-Dendra2 line of Arabidopsis in experiments
without photoconversion of the PIN2-Dendra2 fusion
protein to conﬁrm previous results with 1-NAA. We
pretreated seedlings with a dose of 10 mM 1-NAA,
which was used also in earlier studies with PIN2
(Paciorek et al., 2005; Robert et al., 2010) for 15 min or
120 min and then kept them on medium containing
25 mM or 50 mM BFA. Representative images taken after
1.5 h and 3 h BFA treatment are shown in Figure 1A.
The results demonstrate that, under our experimental
conditions, 1-NAA pretreatment does not increase the
PIN2 amount in the PM when compared with untreated
samples and that BFACs, visualized by PIN2-Dendra2,
are apparent in the cells. We quantiﬁed the PIN2Dendra2 protein abundance in the PM by measuring
the ﬂuorescence intensity and monitored the development of BFACs and the occurrence of PIN2-Dendra2
inside them. We did not record a relative increase of
abundance of PIN2 in the PM of root epidermal cells,
but in comparison with seedlings not treated with
1-NAA, instead detected a slight reduction of ﬂuorescence signal intensity. This effect was obvious mainly
after long 1-NAA pretreatment (Fig. 1B). When we
analyzed the development of BFACs, we found that
numerous well-formed PIN2-Dendra2 positive bodies
were always present in root epidermal cells despite
1-NAA pretreatment. However, quantitative analysis
showed that 1-NAA decreased the number of BFACs
per cell (Fig. 1C), the size of BFACs (Fig. 1D), and the
Figure 2. Effect of 1-NAA on dynamics
of green and red PIN2 populations in the
PM and BFACs. Seedlings were pretreated with 10 mM 1-NAA for either
15 min or 120 min. Roots were imaged,
then they were illuminated to photoconvert the PIN2-Dendra2 fusion protein at which point they were imaged
again and treated with 50 mM BFA in
the presence or absence of 10 mM
1-NAA. Samples were reimaged again
after 1.5 h and 3 h. 1-NAA was not able
to suppress PIN2 endocytosis (red signal intensity falling in the PM) but inhibits PIN2 delivery to the PM (green
signal recovery in PM). 1-NAA inhibits
also an accumulation of both PIN2
populations in BFACs.
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abundance of PIN2 protein in BFACs (Fig. 1E). In all
cases, 120 min 1-NAA pretreatment resulted in a stronger
inhibitory effect than the shorter 15 min 1-NAA application. For comparison, we used the PIN2-GFP
line (Xu and Scheres, 2005), which was employed in
earlier studies. The results were very similar to those
obtained with the PIN2-Dendra2 line (Supplemental
Fig. S1).
1-NAA Suppresses Delivery of Newly Synthetized PIN2 to
the PM and Accumulation of PIN2 Populations in BFACs

In our earlier study (Jásik and Schmelzer, 2014), we
showed that both the newly synthesized and the internalized PIN2 population were gathered in BFACs
and that the newly synthesized PIN2 form was even
predominant. As 1-NAA pretreatment reduces the
abundance of PIN2 in the PM as well as inhibits the
accumulation of PIN2 within BFACs, we wished to ﬁnd
out which population, the newly synthesized or the one
of plasma membrane origin, is responsible for this decrease in abundance of PIN2 in the PM and BFACs.

Figure 4. Concentration-dependent effect of 1-NAA on PIN2 abundance
in the PM. In the photoconverted experiment seedlings were pretreated
with 1-NAA of different concentrations for 30 min, then the roots
were imaged, illuminated to photoconvert Dendra2, again imaged, and
subsequently seedlings were kept on medium with the 1-NAA at the
concentration used during pretreatment for the time-lapse experiment.
Note that an evident decreasing of a PIN2 abundance in PM observed in
an experiment without conversion (unconverted) is due to a suppression
of a delivery of the newly synthesized green PIN2-Dendra2 population
into the PM (converted - green), while releasing of the red PIN2-Dendra2
population from the PM (converted - red) is not affected.

Figure 3. Dynamics of red and green PIN2 populations in the PM and
BFACs after a short 1-NAA treatment. At the beginning of the experiment
roots were illuminated to photoconvert PIN2-Dendra2 fusion protein,
then seedlings were cultivated on the 1/2 MSMO medium and after 2 h
they were treated with 10 mM 1-NAA for 15 min. The roots were imaged
(time point 0), then seedlings were placed on the medium with 50 mM
BFA and after 1.5 h and 3 h BFA treatment the roots were reimaged.
Note that short 1-NAA treatment does not cause inhibition of red signal
vanishing from the PM, but it does suppress accumulation of both PIN2
populations in BFACs.

Because photoconversion of Dendra2 is an irreversible
process (Chudakov et al., 2007), this ﬂuorescent protein
is a suitable tool for quantitative monitoring of the two
PIN2 populations in the PM and in BFACs (Jásik et al.,
2013; Jásik and Schmelzer, 2014). The speed of PIN2Dendra2 fusion protein internalization can be estimated
by measuring the red signal intensity in the PM and,
vice versa, the degree of the PIN2 PM pool recovery can
be determined by evaluating the green ﬂuorescence
intensity in the PM. We pretreated seedlings again with
10 mM 1-NAA for either 15 min or 120 min and then,
after photoconversion of the fusion PIN2-Dendra2
protein, we kept them on medium with 50 mM BFA
and without or with 10 mM 1-NAA. We failed to observe a delay in the disappearing of the red signal in the
PM after 1-NAA pretreatment, or even an increase in
its intensity in the PM as a consequence of expected
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Figure 5. Influence of different auxins and inhibitors of auxin transport on PIN2 dynamics in the PM and BFACs. In general,
auxins (except IBA) and auxin transport inhibitors inhibited the restoration of the PIN2 population in the PM and repressed
the accumulation of both PIN2 populations in BFACs, but did not affect the release of PIN2 from the PM. Auxins and NPA
were used at a concentration of 10 mM; TIBA at a concentration of 20 mM. Seedlings were treated with compounds for
Plant Physiol. Vol. 172, 2016
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inhibition of PIN2 endocytosis (Fig. 2). We actually
noted a relative slight decrease of signal strength
mainly when seedlings were kept permanently on the
medium supplemented with 1-NAA. When we analyzed the green signal in the PM we found inhibition of
green signal recovery in all experiments. This effect was
evident mainly when seedlings were permanently
growing on the medium with 1-NAA or pretreated
with 1-NAA for the long 2 h period (Fig. 2). When we
analyzed signal intensities in BFACs, we found a similar tendency i.e. reducing of both green and red signal
intensities in comparison with 1-NAA untreated samples (Fig. 2). Permanent 1-NAA treatment and long 2 h
1-NAA pretreatment showed more obvious effects than
short 15 min 1-NAA pretreatment. The ﬁnding that
1-NAA is not able to inhibit endocytosis of PIN2, was
conﬁrmed in a modiﬁed photoconversion experiment.
In this case, we ﬁrstly photoconverted PIN2-Dendra2 in
roots and after that, we kept seedlings under standard
cultivation conditions for 2 h. As expected in the context
of our previous studies (Jásik et al., 2013; Jásik and
Schmelzer, 2014), after 2 h, a signiﬁcant part of the PM
PIN2 population was already replaced by the newly
synthesized green ﬂuorescing form (Fig. 3). However,
the red ﬂuorescing population was still predominant
because the PM half-life time of PIN2 is approximately
3.5 h (Jásik et al., 2013). These seedlings were treated
with 10 mM 1-NAA for 15 min, then imaged and cultivated on medium with 50 mM BFA. When we analyzed
in this experiment the red and green ﬂuorescence signal
intensities in the PM after 1.5 h and 3 h BFA treatment, we
found a similar decrease of the red signal intensity in
1-NAA-treated and control samples and a slight inhibition of the green signal recovery in the PM when 1-NAA
was applied (Fig. 3). When we examined the green and
red signal intensities in BFACs of the control samples not
treated with 1-NAA, we found a clear predominance of
the green over the red signal (Fig. 3) despite the opposite
situation in the PM at time point 0 h. This experiment
conﬁrms our previous ﬁnding (Jásik and Schmelzer,
2014) that BFA compartments accumulate mainly the
newly synthesized PIN2 population. In 1-NAA-treated
seedlings, the ﬂuorescence intensities of both red and
green signals in BFACs were signiﬁcantly reduced (Fig. 3)
when compared with control seedlings.
1-NAA Is Not Affecting PIN2 Endocytosis at
Any Concentration

For complementation, we wished to test whether the
inhibitory effect of 1-NAA on endocytosis occurs at other
1-NAA concentrations. Because 1-NAA pretreatment
showed only a weak effect on the PIN2 dynamic in the

PM and BFACs, we kept, in further experiments, seedlings permanently on auxins. At ﬁrst, we performed an
experiment without photoconversion by using 0,1, 10, or
20 mM 1-NAA. We observed a clearly decreased signal
intensity in the PM on media supplemented with 1-NAA
and this decrease was 1-NAA concentration-dependent
(Fig. 4). Then, we carried out the same experiment, but in
the photoconversion mode. In the time-lapse experiment,
we analyzed the red and green signal intensities in the
PM. The dose-response curves for the red signal were
almost superimposable, indicating that there was not a
signiﬁcant difference in the response to different 1-NAA
concentrations (Fig. 4). This result suggests that 1-NAA
was not affecting PIN2 endocytosis at any concentration.
When we analyzed recovery of the green signal in the PM,
we observed a strong inhibition of this process, which
was dependent on the 1-NAA concentration (Fig. 4).
Auxins and Inhibitors of Polar Auxin Transport Affect
Root Growth

In earlier studies, the synthetic auxins 1-NAA and
2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) showed strong
inhibitory effects, but the naturally occurring auxin IAA
was less effective in blocking PIN2 endocytosis (Paciorek
et al., 2005). The authors suggested that the IAA was
quickly degraded. Furthermore, in the case of PIN
FORMED1 (PIN1), which is a close homolog of PIN2 but
with a different expression pattern, auxin transport inhibitors also suppressed the protein cycling. Therefore, we
examined other auxins, i.e. naturally occurring auxins
such as indole-3-butyric acid (IBA) and IAA, the synthetic
analogs 2,4-D and 1-NAA, and the inhibitory compounds
NPA and TIBA. In the root elongation assay, we
could show that all auxins and both inhibitors of polar
auxin transport had an expected effect on root growth
(Supplemental Fig. S2). We observed a very strong inhibition effect on root growth during the experiment
mainly in the case of 1-NAA and 2,4-D, while IBA,
NPA, and TIBA showed intermediate effects. IAA was
strongly inhibitory on d 1 of treatment, but from d 2 on,
the root growth started to accelerate. Such a pattern of
IAA action is expected as it has been well documented
that active IAA is gradually degraded, conjugated, or
stored in vacuoles over time (de Klerk et al., 2008;
Novák et al., 2012; Ranocha et al., 2013; Pencík et al.,
2013). TIBA and NPA showed agravitropic effects.
Auxins and Auxin Transport Inhibitors Do Not Affect
PIN2 Endocytosis

In the experiment on the inhibition effects of compounds concerning PIN2 cycling we pretreated seedlings

Figure 5. (Continued.)
30 min. Roots were imaged, then illuminated to photoconvert Dendra2 in the PIN2-Dendra2 fusion protein, at which point
they were reimaged and seedlings were moved onto the medium with the same compound and 50 mM BFA for the timelapse experiment.
1024
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for 30 min with auxins or auxin transport inhibitors and
after photoconversion of the PIN2-Dendra2 we kept them
on medium supplemented with the same compound and
50 mM BFA. Simultaneously the test was carried out
without BFA. We have used high concentrations of the

substances as such have been used in earlier studies on
the inhibition of PIN protein endocytosis. Results of a
time-lapse experiment for all auxins and inhibitors of
polar auxin transport are summarized in Figure 5. In the
experiment without BFA, we observed no effect of any
Figure 6. An example of seedling root
treated by 2,4-D as described in Fig. 5.
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auxin or inhibitors of polar auxin transport on the decreasing of red signal intensity in the PM. When we analyzed the recovery of green signal in the PM, we
observed signiﬁcant differences between compounds.
The synthetic auxin 2,4-D inhibited green signal recovery
in the PM almost completely (Figs. 5B and 6B), 1-NAA
was also strongly inhibitory (Fig. 5B) followed by the
natural auxin IAA (Fig. 5C) and the inhibitors TIBA and
NPA (Fig. 5D), while another natural auxin, IBA, showed
no effect (Fig. 5C). In the experiments with BFA, we
obtained similar results, but the inhibitory effect of auxins
and inhibitors of auxin transport on green signal recovery
in the PM was augmented due to the additive inhibitory
effect of BFA. When we analyzed intensities of green and
red signals in BFACs, we observed a slight effect of IBA
(Fig. 5B), but other auxins, such as IAA (Fig. 5B), 1-NAA
and 2,4-D (Figs. 5C and 6D), and the inhibitor TIBA (Fig.
5D), suppressed very strongly the accumulation of both
PIN2 populations while NPA showed an intermediate
effect (Fig. 5D). Furthermore, we investigated whether
auxins and auxin transport inhibitors inﬂuence BFAC
development. All compounds caused an intermediate
Figure 8. RT-PCR comparison of extracts from control and 1-NAA-treated
roots using three combinations of PIN2-specific primers. Intensities
of bands obtained by RT-PCR were related to band intensity of the
reference gene POLYUBIQUITIN10 [At4G05320, Czechowski et al.
(2005)]. Note relatively slight decreasing PIN2 transcript abundance in
roots treated with 1-NAA.

reduction of the BFAC size (Fig. 7A) and a considerable
decrease of BFAC abundance within the cells (Fig. 7B).
Especially the synthetic auxins 2,4-D and 1-NAA strongly
reduced the number of BFACs per cell; both auxin
transport inhibitors showed an intermediate effect
and the natural auxins IAA and IBA had the smallest
inﬂuence.
1-NAA Shows Only a Slight Effect on PIN2
Transcript Abundance

Finally, we checked whether the synthetic auxin
1-NAA, which is traditionally used in such studies, and
which, in our experiments, showed a strong inhibitory
effect on the recovery of the plasma membrane PIN2
pool, had an inhibitory effect already at the transcriptional level. By RT-PCR using three different combinations of PIN2-speciﬁc primers, we found that 5 mM
1-NAA caused a slight reduction of PIN2 transcript
abundance (Fig. 8). PIN2 expression was suppressed
already after 90 min of 1-NAA treatment, but later the
RNA transcription remained on the same level.
Figure 7. Sizes and numbers of BFA compartments after the treatment
of seedlings with different auxins and auxin transport inhibitors. Seedlings were pretreated with auxins (10 mM) or auxin transport inhibitors,
either NPA (10 mM) or TIBA (20 mM) for 30 min and then kept on the
medium with the same compound and 50 mM BFA. Sizes of BFACs were
estimated after 1.5 h and 5 h BFA treatment (A), numbers of BFACs after
1.5 h treatment (B).

DISCUSSION

This study, together with our recent articles in which
we employed a photoconvertible ﬂuorescence protein
technique (Jásik et al., 2013; Jásik and Schmelzer, 2014),
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Figure 9. Schematic illustration of effects of BFA and 1-NAA on intracellular dynamics of PIN2. Previous opinions on PIN2
trafficking are summarized in (A, C, E, and G); our findings obtained by using a photoconvertible fluorescence protein approach
are shown in (B, D, F, and H). According to earlier studies, PIN2 cycles quickly and continuously between endosomes and the PM
[A, reviewed by Kleine-Vehn and Friml (2008), Vanneste and Friml (2009), and Grunewald and Friml (2010)] but we have failed to
confirm the constitutive endocytic recycling of the PIN2 protein [B, Jásik et al. (2013) and Jásik and Schmelzer (2014)]. BFA was
Plant Physiol. Vol. 172, 2016
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provides (to our knowledge) new insights on trafﬁcking of PIN2 protein. Previous opinions and our ﬁndings
are compared in Figure 9. Earlier studies have suggested that auxins block endocytosis of PIN and other
PM proteins (Paciorek et al., 2005; Robert et al., 2010). It
was postulated that auxins regulate PIN abundance
and activity at the cell surface by modulating protein
trafﬁcking, and in this way provide mechanisms for the
feedback regulation of auxin transport (Paciorek et al.,
2005). Inhibition of endocytosis was demonstrated by
direct measurement of PIN2 protein abundance at the
PM and indirectly by monitoring of BFAC appearance
(Paciorek et al., 2005; Robert et al., 2010). In addition,
genetic approaches by altering auxin metabolic or signaling pathways were utilized to support this idea.
Indeed Paciorek et al. (2005) stated that the PM pool of
PIN2 increased from 62% of the whole PIN2 cell
amount to 82% after 1-NAA pretreatment for 30 min.
We applied a methodology using the green to red
photoconvertible ﬂuorescence protein Dendra2 and
monitored the red signal intensity in the PM after
photoconversion of the fusion PIN2-Dendra2 protein.
In this procedure, the changes of red signal intensity
in the PM speciﬁcally reﬂect the internalizing dynamics
of the tagged protein PIN2 (Jásik et al., 2013; Jásik
and Schmelzer, 2014). In our experiments with PIN2Dendra2, we were not able to corroborate previous
ﬁndings on inhibition of PIN endocytosis by auxin.
In all experiments with different auxins and auxin
transport inhibitory compounds, we failed to observe
suppression of red signal disappearance from the PM
regardless of whether BFA was applied or not. In addition, after 1-NAA treatment at different concentrations we did not observe such an event of endocytosis
inhibition. There are, however, several differences in
experiment design, which may be responsible for
this discrepancy in the results. Paciorek et al. (2005),
claimed that they analyzed cortex cells while in our
study epidermal cells were studied. To exclude effects
on PIN2 expression, Paciorek et al. (2005) used in their
whole study the general inhibitors cordycepin and cycloheximide. These drugs may have side effects, e.g. in
our experiments cycloheximide accelerated the PIN2
internalization process in the photoconverted as well as

unconverted approaches (Jásik et al., 2013; Jásik and
Schmelzer, 2014). The photoconversion technique does
not require blocking of the synthesis pathway because
newly synthesized PIN2 is emitting green ﬂuorescence
and this signal can be recorded simultaneously with the
red signal (Jásik et al., 2013). Finally, in the previous
study, the authors used immunohistology as a method.
Interpretation of data as proportion of signal intensities
may be problematic in this procedure. On the other
side, our ﬁndings are in very good agreement with the
results obtained by Sieberer et al. (2000) and Leitner
et al. (2012). The authors, by using a translational
fusion PIN2-GUS construct (Sieberer et al., 2000) and
by comprehensive quantitative western-blot analysis
of membrane protein fractions (Leitner et al., 2012),
showed a signiﬁcant reduction of PIN2 in the cells/
membranes caused by 1-NAA. PIN2 protein levels
started to decrease in membrane protein fractions
considerably after 60 min of plant growth regulator
treatment, which coincided with an increase of the
vacuolar PIN2 signal. This indicates vacuolar targeting
of PIN2 and its degradation in response to the 1-NAA
treatment. Our mapping of a newly synthesized pool of
PIN2 after photoconversion represents, to our knowledge, a new important ﬁnding. We demonstrated that
1-NAA and other auxins suppress not only membrane
PIN pool recovery, but also signiﬁcantly reduces the
amount of the green PIN2 population in BFACs. Auxins
most likely affect some pathway upstream of the
gathering of the green PIN2 population in BFACs, i.e.
they might induce PIN2 degradation shortly after its
proteosynthesis or simply decelerate a step in the PIN2
synthetic pathway. In addition to the impairment of
exocytosis pathways by BFA, very strong suppression
of the PM PIN2 pool recovery in our experiment with
BFA and auxins may also be explained by an additional
inhibition effect of BFA on PIN2 synthesis. According
to an earlier study by Pan et al. (2009), BFA suppressed
PIN2 synthesis approximately 25% at the transcriptional level. Whether auxins and auxin transport
inhibitors inﬂuence PIN2 transcription (and if so, at
which concentrations) is not well understood. 1-NAA
at high doses does not seem to regulate PIN2 at this
level. We and other authors (Sieberer et al., 2000; Abas

Figure 9. (Continued.)
believed to block continuous cycling of PIN2 protein by inhibition of the resecretion of the endocytic PIN2 population back to the
PM [C, Kleine-Vehn and Friml (2008), Vanneste and Friml (2009), and Grunewald and Friml (2010)]. We have demonstrated that
the newly synthesized protein PIN2 population prevails over the endocytic PIN2 pool in BFACs and therefore the appearance of
PIN2 in these structures is not a sign of PIN2 endocytosis [D, Jásik and Schmelzer (2014) and this study]. 1-NAA and other auxins
should block the PIN2 internalization process and the protein should remain in the PM [E, Paciorek et al. (2005) and Robert et al.
(2010)]. BFA compartments that were believed to accumulate exclusively the endocytotic PIN2 population are normally differentiated but not detectable as PIN2 is absent [G, Paciorek et al. (2005) and Robert et al. (2010)]. In this study, we are demonstrating that neither 1-NAA, nor other auxins, nor auxin transport inhibitors, affect PIN2 endocytosis (F); however, delivery of
the newly synthesized PIN2 population to the PM (G), development of BFACs, and accumulation of both PIN2 populations inside
the BFACs, is impaired (H). Arrows show intracellular trafficking of PIN2; decreased degree of PIN2 trafficking in (D, F, and H) is
illustrated by thinner arrow lines. Supposed constitutive cycling of PIN2 between TGN/EE and the PM is shown by arrows forming
an ellipse. The x means blocking of process by a compound treatment. BFAC, Brefeldin A compartment; GA, Golgi apparatus;
MVB/PV, multivesicular body/provacuole; TGN/EE, trans Golgi network/early endosome.
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et al., 2006) were not able to demonstrate a substantial
decrease of PIN2 transcript abundance in the roots after
1-NAA treatment, which could explain the strong reduction of PIN2 protein amount in the PM. Peer et al. (2004)
showed strong up-regulation of PIN2 with TIBA and NPA
in roots of the Arabidopsis Ler ecotype. The native auxin
IAA, however, in a more natural concentration (1 mM)
than used in experiments on PIN2 endocytosis inhibition,
apparently slightly upregulates PIN2 transcription
[Peer et al. (2004) and also the Genevestigator https://
genevestigator.com database].
The second proof of an auxin inhibitory effect on
PIN2 endocytosis is provided by the inability to detect
BFACs in the cells after auxin application (Paciorek
et al., 2005; Robert et al., 2010). Indeed, in many articles
on the endocytosis inhibition by various compounds
that involve the BFA-based approach, the reduction
of BFAC numbers, sizes, or relative average surfaces,
altogether with reduction of protein abundance in
BFACs, was traditionally considered as evidence of
endocytosis inhibition (Paciorek et al., 2005; Abas et al.,
2006; Robert et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2011; Shibasaki et al.,
2009; Du et al., 2013). We would like to note that the
ultrastructural analyses demonstrate that BFACs induced in the roots by relatively high concentrations of
BFA (25 mM and more) are rather complex structures
apparently not formed only by endocytic vesicles
(Robinson et al., 2008) and, furthermore, that cells
show apparently a broad spectrum of BFA responses
(Nebenführ et al., 2002; Takác et al., 2011). According to
the earlier study by Paciorek et al. (2005), the endocytosis of PIN2 is strongly suppressed by auxins, mainly
by synthetic members such as 1-NAA or 2,4-D. Consequently, BFACs that were believed to accumulate
speciﬁcally the PIN2 pool internalized from the PM,
were not visible in the cells. Additionally, the authors
state, auxins interfere neither with the BFAC formation
nor other subcellular trafﬁcking processes. In our previous study (Jásik and Schmelzer, 2014), we demonstrated that the BFA-based approach is not suitable for
studying PIN2 endocytosis because newly synthesized
PIN2 populations prevailed over the endocytic pool
in BFACs. In view of the foregone, we should be able
to monitor BFACs formation by analyzing the newly
synthesized PIN2 population, even when endocytosis
of PIN2 is completely stopped by auxins or other
compounds. We failed to conﬁrm this assumption, as
we could not ﬁnd BFACs accumulating exclusively the
green PIN2-Dendra2 population. After application of
different auxins or auxin transport inhibitors, all BFACs
at every time point in the time-lapse experiment contained both red and green PIN2 pools, but at considerably
reduced levels. The decrease of abundances of PIN2
populations was dependent on applied compounds.
Reduced abundance of red population of PIN2 in BFACs
was not due to the inhibition of PIN2 endocytosis, as this
reduction was not accompanied by delayed disappearance of red PIN2 population from the PM.
In conclusion, our results indicate that auxins in
high concentrations show more complex effects than

previously supposed. Obviously, auxins and auxin
transport inhibitors do not inhibit PIN2 endocytosis but
affect proteosynthesis and/or downstream processes
and interact directly with formation of BFACs. Mainly
synthetic auxin analogs such as 1-NAA and 2,4-D very
strongly decrease the number and size of BFACs
and suppress accumulation of PIN2 inside them. This
study again conﬁrms that the appearance of PIN2
protein in BFACs is not a sign of its endocytosis as it
was previously stated. Reduced abundance of PIN2 in
BFACs is caused mainly by the absence of newly
synthesized PIN2 and only in part by the decreased
amount of the PIN2 pool delivered from the PM. It is
possible that acidic auxins applied to cells at unnaturally high concentrations and their accumulation inside cells simply cause total disruption of the inner
cellular environment and slow down life processes in
the cells. The inhibited BFA uptake may be one of the
consequences. Although Paciorek et al. (2005) deny
such a possibility, the direct measurement of BFA
concentration in the cells after auxin treatments has
not been made.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PIN2-Dendra2 Transgenic Line
Generation of the PIN2-Dendra2 fusion was described in detail in Jásik
et al. (2013). DNA fragments of PIN2 were multiplied by PCR from Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0) genomic DNA. Dendra2 was ampliﬁed
by PCR from a GatewayDendra2-At-N vector (Evrogen). DNA fragments
were cloned into the pAMPAT-MSC vector (GenBank: AY436765.1) so that
Dendra2 was positioned in the large intracytoplasmic loop. Primers used
for cloning are listed in the Supplemental Table S1. The construct was
transformed into the Arabidopsis Col-0 accession using Agrobacterium
tumefaciens GV3101 (pMP90RK, Koncz and Schell, 1986) by the ﬂoral-dip
method. Homozygous plants were selected on the 1/2 MSMO medium
(half-concentration of MSMO salts purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. no.
M6899, 0.7% agar, 1% Suc, pH 5.7) supplemented with 7.5 mg/L phosphinothricin (Duchefa).

Experimental Conditions and Media
Seeds were surface-sterilized with 1% (w/v) sodium hypochlorite and
germinated on 1/2 MSMO containing agar. Petri dishes were kept in a vertical
position at 21°C and under continuous light (100 mmol m22 s21). Before the
experiments, 4-d-old seedlings were transferred onto fresh medium for 12 h.
Treatments of seedlings were done on microscope slides covered with 1.5 mL
solid culture medium. Slides were placed on the culture medium in petri
dishes. BFA, auxins, and auxin transport inhibitors were dissolved in ethanol.
The ﬁnal concentration of ethanol in the medium was 0.05% (v/v). We used
relatively high doses of auxins and auxin transport inhibitors because similar
concentrations have been applied in previous studies on the PIN2 endocytosis inhibition by these compounds. Medium pH was rechecked after drug
supplementation. Chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich. Seedlings were pretreated for 30 min with auxins or auxin transport inhibitors before ﬁrst
imaging (time point 0) if not otherwise stated.

Microscopy
Roots were imaged as described previously in Jásik et al. (2013) and Jásik and
Schmelzer (2014) in green and red ﬂuorescence channels. Images were acquired
with a Zeiss LSM-510 META confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with
an inverted Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope. A 203/0.75 Plan-Apochromat
objective was applied and the pinhole was set to 180 mm. Green (excitation with
the 488 nm line of the argon laser, signal collection with a 505 nm to 530 nm
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band-pass ﬁlter) and red (excitation with the 543 nm line of the HeNe laser,
signal collection with a 565 nm to 615 nm band-pass ﬁlter) signals were acquired sequentially in a multitrack mode. The HFT UV/488/543/633 main
dichroic mirror was used for both channels. Identical gain and offset parameters
of the LSM detector and laser line power were kept during experiments. To
photoconvert Dendra2 in PIN2-Dendra2 fusion protein, root tips were illuminated for 15 s using the 100 W mercury lamp of the inverted microscope, the
203/0.75 Plan-Apochromat objective, and an excitation ﬁlter BP 405/5. After
illumination, the roots were again imaged and then reimaged at different time
points during the time-lapse experiment. Because we demonstrated in our
earlier study (Jásik et al., 2013) that recovery of the plasma membrane pool of
PIN2 was suppressed in covered samples due to anaerobic conditions, we
routinely removed the coverslip after every imaging.

Data Evaluation
Fifteen cells were analyzed in every root. Mean ﬂuorescence intensities of
transversal epidermal PMs were evaluated by the software ImageJ (National
Institutes of Health) using the “straight line” selection mode, and sizes of BFACs
were measured with the same program using the “freehand” selection mode.
Five seedlings were used per slide and the experiments were repeated three
times. If not otherwise stated, results in graphs are presented as normalized
data. In photoconversion experiments, green signal intensities of the PM and
BFACs in individual roots were normalized at every time point with respect to
the mean of green signal intensities emitted by the PM of the same root before
photoconversion of PIN2-Dendra2 fusion protein. Time point 0 represents the
relative green signal intensity recorded immediately after photoconversion of
the fusion protein. The means of red signal intensities were normalized with
respect to the mean red ﬂuorescence intensity measured immediately after
photoconversion (time point 0). The values of the time point 0 were set to 1. In
experiments without photoconversion, signal intensities of the PM and BFACs
in individual roots were normalized at every time point with respect to the
mean of signal intensities emitted by the PM of the same root at time point
0 (ﬁrst imaging). Time points displayed on the graphs prepared in Microsoft
Excel represent means of normalized values of 15 roots; bars correspond to SEs
of the means (SE). Images in ﬁgures were processed with Adobe Photoshop CS2
and Microsoft Publisher software.

cDNA Synthesis and RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from 50 mg of roots using the RNeasy Plant Mini
Kit (Qiagen). After elimination of the genome DNA contamination with
RNA-free DNase I (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc), the cDNA was prepared from
1 mg total RNA using the RevertAid H Minus First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc) and anchored oligo(dT) primer. PCR analysis was
performed in a total volume of 15 mL containing 0.5 mL cDNA templates using
the GoTaq Hot Start Polymerase (Promega) on an Eppendorf Mastercycler
Pro instrument (Eppendorf). The following ampliﬁcation program was applied: one cycle at 95°C for 3 min, 30 cycles at 95°C for 15 s, 56°C for 30 s, 73°C
for 30 s, and then one cycle at 73°C for 5 min. The primers are listed in the
Supplemental Table S1. POLYUBIQUITIN10 (At4G05320) was used as a
reference gene (Czechowski et al., 2005). The experiment was independently
repeated twice.

Supplemental Data
The following supplemental materials are available.
Supplemental Figure S1. Inﬂuence of 1-NAA on PIN2 dynamics in the PM
and BFACs.
Supplemental Figure S2. Effect of different auxins and auxin transport
inhibitors on root growth.
Supplemental Table S1. Primers used for RT PCR and for cloning.
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